
SCENE 1

Hospital waiting room.  Four empty chairs sit stage left 
along with a tall potted plant.

A woman, CARLY 42, enters,  followed by a man, 
MORTON 46. Morton carries a  damaged bouquet of 
flowers.  Carly checks her watch then takes a seat, 
followed by Morton.

CARLY
Did you ask Briella to pick up the candles?

She attempts to mend a broken stem.

MORTON
Yes dear, I told Briella to pick up the candles.

CARLY
Where is that girl? I pleaded with her not to be late.  How many candles did you tell her to 
pick up?

MORTON
I told her to make sure that we have at least one hundred and four candles for the cake.

CARLY
A hundred and four?! Six! A hundred and six, Morton.

MORTON
Oh shit,  you’re right. We needed a hundred and four last year. I was thinking of last year.

CARLY
No. No. No. A hundred and five was last year!  

MORTON
But --

CARLY
It was only a hundred and four last year because one of the candles fell between the car seat 
when I was counting them up. Remember? 

MORTON
Oh, that’s right. Yeah. We couldn’t find it.
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CARLY
And we had to use a match stick for the one hundred and fifth candle.

MORTON
Yep.

CARLY
And we never heard the end of it, did we?

MORTON
Nope. Not for a good six months. Wonder of it’s still under there?

CARLY
What under where?

MORTON
The candle. Under the seat. I gotta clean my car.

Entering stage right is, JUDITH, an energetic and stylish 
75 year old woman.

JUDITH
Hi, guys.

CARLY
Mom? Where’s the cake?

JUDITH
Oh. I brought it last night and had the nurse put it in the fridge for us.

CARLY
Great.

Judith takes a seat.
So... how did dad look?

JUDITH
Like death eating a cracker.

BRIELLA, 19, a semi punk, Goth, hipster with a 
sleeveless shirt displaying a series of arm tattoos and a 
hoodie wrapped around her waist, enters.
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CARLY
There you are. 

BRIELLA
Sorry. I told you I had that appointment.

CARLY
Oh, lord. Another tattoo.

BRIELLA
Yes Mom, another tattoo. Wanna see it? It’s boss. You’re gonna love it.

CARLY
No, I do not want to see it. And for god sakes, put on your... whatever and cover those 
arms of yours. 

JUDITH
She’s right, honey. We don’t want grandpa to see it... them.

Briella puts on her hoodie.

MORTON
Briella, where are the candles?

BRIELLA
What candles?

MORTON
The ones I asked you to get. I left a message on your phone.

She checks her phone.

BRIELLA
Dad, I told you to text me.  I always answer my texts.

MORTON
And I told you my fingers are too fat for the buttons! I don’t wanna get blamed for this.

JUDITH
Don’t worry, dear. It’s going to be okay.

MORTON
I highly doubt that.

JUDITH
Candles are your job, Morton.  In case you forgot.
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MORTON
Candles were my job. 

Morton stands and addresses the others.

Listen up, everybody.  I don’t want to do candles anymore.  I quit candles. Does everyone 
got that! No. More. Candles!

CARLY
Morton gets very stressed with the candle responsibility.

Carly rubs his shoulders and eases him back into the chair.

He breaks out in hives two weeks before Dad’s birthday.

JUDITH
Let’s not fight about this now. We’ll deal with this after August’s Birthday Celebration. 
Please, let’s try and make it memorable...
 

BRIELLA
They always are.

JUDITH
And fun.

MORTON
They never are.

JUDITH
Because, we don’t know, this could very well be his last birthday.

Everyone looks hopeful.

BRIELLA
Nana, is Grandpa healthy enough to even party with us?

JUDITH
He’s fine.  He got through a rough stretch, but the doctor said he’s going to be okay. 

BRIELLA
Cool.

MORTON
Great.
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BRIELLA
All I remember is what happened to the peach cobbler.

JUDITH
Last year was last year. 

MORTON
What happened to the peach cobbler?

BRIELLA
A peach pit happened.

MORTON
Oh, shit, yeah.

Morton stifles a chuckle.

SCENE 2

Hospital room.  AUGUST KLINE, 106 today, using a 
walker, practices his golf swing.

NURSE ANNIE 30, enters to check-up on August.

NURSE ANNIE
Mr. Kline, you get yourself back into that bed immediately!

She takes his arm and walks him to his bed.

AUGUST
All right. All right. Goddammit, a man needs his exercise. You want me to turn into a 
goddamned potato!? 

NURSE ANNIE
In case you forgot, you were literally minutes from dying two days ago. 

AUGUST
Incase you forgot, I’ve been literally minutes from dying for five years.

NURSE ANNIE
And that’s why the doctor says no exercise for a week.

AUGUST
Bull shit. That ain’t gonna happen. And you can tell him I said so!
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NURSE ANNIE
Please. August...

Nurse Annie assists him into bed and covers him

NURSE ANNIE
Now. You have birthday visitors. 

AUGUST
Oh, great. The Gotti mob is back to finish the job. Led by Judith the Destroyer, our 
misguided daughter and her imbecilic husband what’s-his-name. I can never remember his 
name.

NURSE ANNIE
Morton. And he’s very nice.

AUGUST
Right.  How could I forget. Morton!  Dumb as a box of salt.  You remember last year when 
my own granddaughter, whose got more ink on her body than the Sunday Times -- 

NURSE ANNIE
Briella?

AUGUST
Yeah, that one. She tried to assassinate me with a peach pit. Broke one of my three good 
teeth on that goddamned pit. I ain’t gonna forgive ‘em for that one.

NURSE ANNIE
Now don’t get yourself worked up. Should I tell them you’re resting?

AUGUST
Nah. They’re getting on to that one. Send the brood in.

NURSE ANNIE
Okay. And remember, August, this is the only family you have.  They work very hard to 
put these birthday parties together. So be nice. Can you do that?

AUGUST
Maybe.
.

She heads for the door.
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AUGUST
Hey, Nurse Annie!

She stops.

AUGUST
My golf club. Get me my golf club.

She hesitates.

AUGUST
Come on now, Nurse Annie. Pretty please.

NURSE ANNIE
Okay. 

She picks up the club leaning up against the wall and 
walks to the bed and hands it to him. She raises his bed to 
make him comfortable.

AUGUST
Are them sonsabitches paying you to be nice to me?

She laughs it off.

AUGUST
Geez, I wish I would have met you eighty-five years ago.

NURSE ANNIE
No more swinging that thing around. Promise?

AUGUST
Sure.

Nurse Annie exits upstage left..

AUGUST
Only in self-defense!

SCENE 3

All four family members are seated.
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BRIELLA
What are we going to do about the candles? The stores are all closed now.

MORTON
I told you.  It’s not my problem anymore.  Judith, tell August I had nothing to do with the 
candles this year. Would you do that for me?

JUDITH
I’ll tell him, but I don’t know if it’s going to do any good.

Morton scratches his arm vigorously.

CARLY
Are those hives back, honey? Did you bring the Claritin?

MORTON
Think I left them in the car

CARLY
I’ll get it.

MORTON
No. No. I could use the air anyway. I’ll get it.

Morton gets up and exits stage right. Carly opens her 
purse and removes a muffin. She removes the wrapper and 
takes a bite.

JUDITH
Carly, what are you doing?

CARLY
Mom, I’m starving.

JUDITH
Can’t you wait? I bought a huge cake.

CARLY
Whatever.

Carly rewraps it and puts it in the purse.
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BRIELLA
Is this five Birthday’s in a row Grandpa’s spent in the hospital? Must be some kind of 
record.

JUDITH
Six if you count the emergency room visit.

CARLY
Next year... next year me and Morton are not going to be doing this. We decided to go to 
Maui on Dad’s Birthday. So don’t say anything, Mom. You can’t change our minds --

JUDITH
No. You should, Carly. Both of you deserve it. You really do.

CARLY
Oh, thanks, Mom. That means a lot.

JUDITH
You know... I was kind of thinking of doing something like that too.

CARLY
Really? Like a trip somewhere?

JUDITH
No. I was thinking about buying a Tesla!

BRIELLA
That’s awesome, Nana!

JUDITH
Yes. They drive by themselves and they don’t use gas and they’re supposed to be very 
luxurious.

CARLY
Mom. You don’t know how to drive. 

JUDITH
I could learn. It’s about time that I do some the things that I‘ve always wanted to do. [

BRIELLA
I think it’s great, Nana. You should go for it. I’ll help you.

They hug. Nurse Annie walks by.
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JUDITH
Oh, nurse.  Last night I left my husband’s birthday cake a with a nurse to put in the 
refrigerator. 

NURSE ANNIE
Oh... that cake.

JUDITH
Yes. The ice cream cake.  Would you please bring it to his room.

NURSE ANNIE
Mrs. Kline, I’m so sorry to have to tell you this, but... the cake didn’t make it.  

JUDITH
Good God, no! Please. No! No! No!
.

SCENE 4:

Hospital room. Lights go up on August in bed lying dead 
still. Judith pops her head in the room. 

JUDITH
August, honey. How’s my birthday boy? 

Judith enters quietly. Carly and Briella follow.

JUDITH
Psst. August?  We’re all here.

BRIELLA
Nana, I think he’s sleeping.

CARLY
Maybe we should come back later and let him sleep.

JUDITH

In a sing-sing whisper-voice,
August, darling.

They wait for a response. Suddenly, Morton bursts in 
upstage left.

MORTON
Happy Birthday!
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CARLY/JUDITH/BRIELLA
Shhh!

MORTON
What’s going on?

CARLY
He’s sleeping.

JUDITH
We’re not sure if we should wake him.

BRIELLA
Maybe they gave him a bunch of drugs?

MORTON
Hey, the  heart monitor... look.  It’s not beeping

BRIELLA
Dad’s right. It should be beeping right?

CARLY
What, what, what, what are you saying? Oh, my God. Get the nurse!

JUDITH
Hurry. Hurry!

MORTON
He’s... he’s dead. He’s dead. He’s dead!

Suddenly, August springs up.

AUGUST
BOO! You wish, you nincompoop!

MORTON
He’s... he’s alive. He’s alive. Thank God he’s alive!

Judith, Carly, and Briella rush to August’s bedside.

JUDITH
August. What a crazy thing to do. You scared us half to death..

CARLY
Really, Dad. That was not funny.
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JUDITH
Don’t you ever do anything like that again. Do you hear me?

AUGUST
I was just trying find out how long it would take my family to start fighting over the loot.

CARLY
That’s a horrible horrible thing to say, Dad.

MORTON
Loot?  I didn’t even know there was an --

AUGUST
Shut up!

MORTON
Inheritance.

EVERYONE
Shut up!

AUGUST
Okay. You all can stop the charade now.  I know I can be a real pain in the ass and you all 
want me gone.

EVERYONE denies it at once. August raises his hand to 
stop the protest.

AUGUST
If I were you I be wanting me to dead too. I wasn’t born yesterday.  Judith, I know for 
forty years now you’ve been wanting me to buy you that DeSoto convertible --

CARLY
Dad, they don’t even make them anymore.  Mom wants a Tesla.

AUGUST
A what?

BRIELLA
A Tesla, Grandpa. It’s an electric car.

AUGUST
Tesla? Had a roommate named Tesla back in 1931. A real crack pot. Anyway, let’s cut the 
crap and get my Birthday Party over with because I gotta watch Game Of Thrones at nine.

No one moves.
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AUGUST
Well? What are you waiting for?

JUDITH
August, that’s just it, I’m afraid you won’t be having party this year.

AUGUST
I won’t?  No party you say?

JUDITH
Sorry.  The cake I bought for you -- a lovely ice cream cake -- melted.

CARLY
And Dad there was a miscommunication with the candles. Morton thought 
Briella --

AUGUST
Bah! I should have known something like this was gonna happen. Especially with Morton 
involved.  So I got no cake for my 105th birthday?

MORTON
Hundred and sixth, I believe. Sir.

AUGUST
Shut up! So that’s it? Well everybody may as well get the hell out then.

The family turns to leave.

BRIELLA
Wait.  I  have a Birthday present for you grandpa!

JUDITH
You do? Briella, you know he doesn’t like presents.

AUGUST
Leave her be. Least she thought about me. What do you got for me, little dear?

Briella, removes her hoody.

CARLY
Briella, you put that back on. Don’t you --

Briella ignores her and walks to August.

BRIELLA
I got this tattoo especially for you and Nana, Grandpa.
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AUGUST
Tattoo!

Briella shows her upper interior forearm to August. 
August puts on his glasses to get a closer look.

AUGUST
The only thing I see is three lizards having group sex!

BRIELLA
No. Not that one, Grandpa. This one. Up here.

AUGUST
Oh. Why that’s... that’s... by God, that’s me and Judith on our Wedding Day! 

JUDITH
Let me see! Oh, my goodness, that’s from the photo of us in front of the Fairmont Hotel.  I 
love that photo. You were just so young and handsome.  Just a baby.

AUGUST
Yep, I was just 52 years old. And you look at you... ravishing.

JUDITH
Thank you, Augie.

AUGUST
Come on over here, Juju. I want me a birthday kiss. 

She hesitates.

Come on now.  This could be our last kiss ever. You never know, dumpling. 

 He hooks her with the golf club and pulls her close. She 
leans in reluctantly.

Careful now one of them teeth is iffy.

They kiss. The family can’t look and turn around.

MORTON
Is it over?

CARLY
Hey!  You know what!  I do have some cake... well, sort of.
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She takes a muffin from her purse, puts it on a plate and 
offers it to August.

AUGUST
Looks like omeone took a bite.

CARLY
Oh, that was me, Dad. I was hungry. Sorry.

AUGUST
Hmm... least I know it ain’t poisoned.

CARLY
I wish we had a candle.

MORTON
Ooh. Ooh. Wait! Wait! I got one! I got a candle!

Morton pulls a candle from his top pocket and proudly 
displays it.

CARLY
Where did you get that?

Carly takes the candle and puts sticks it in the muffin

MORTON
Under the car seat. I found that birthday candle and a dollar twenty-two in change.

AUGUST
That’s why I put you in charge of  candles!

MORTON
That’s what I’d like to ah... talk to you about. I um...  well, I was thinking... you know... 
maybe about... you know...

AUGUST
What the hell are you yammering about now?

MORTON
Nothing.

Carly lights the candle. The family starts singing happy 
birthday slowly.
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AUGUST
Would you hurry it up. I could die before you finish the goddamned song!

The family rushes through the lyrics.

CARLY
Make a wish, Dad.

August closes his eyes then blows out the candle.

BRIELLA
What did you wish for Grandpa?

AUGUST
Well, I gotta say, even though there were a lot of the usual bone-head mistakes. Everybody 
seemed to try really extra hard  to make it a nice birthday... and you did. So... I wished I 
could be around with you all for another 15 years!

LIGHTS
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